**Installation:**
For installation, be sure condensate drain shows downward.

**Connections:**
P: Compressed air available at the assembly site
CA: Cylinder OPEN
CZ: Cylinder CLOSE

**Description of function:**
Ventilation is ensured by use of the hand lever. With add-on components for OPEN and/or CLOSE is also an electrical or pneumatic remote control possible (see options).

**Technical data:**
- Max. operating pressure: 10 bar
- Ambient temperature range: -20°C - +60°C
- Pipe connections: Ø6/4

**Options:**
- Hand lever
- Electrical add-on component (optional)
- Condensate drain
- Filter pressure reducer
- Lock
- Pressure gauge (operating pressure ventilation)

**Ordering code:**
- PLZ xx.x.x - Options

**Ordering example:**
PLZ 10.0.1 - EA230 - EZ230